Workshops
Group workshops
With its generously dimensioned museum school,
our cultural facility offers a little treasure chamber
for everyone that likes to get creative! The programme always features workshops for big and
little budding artists alike. Plus, groups of all ages,
school classes and private individuals can also book
a workshop – be it for bachelor / bachelorette parties, kids’ birthdays, family get-togethers or class
reunions. Some suggestions:
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culture.

Colour attractions.
With and without brushes

Art education

Mix it!
Experiments and mixing techniques,
from watercolours to drawing pens

Well before beamers.
School wall map creations
Sütterlin writing workshop.
Writing culture in the historic class room
The costs are discussed individually with the
respective group according to age, equipment and
materials.

Tel. +49 (0) 28 32 . 95 41 20

für Volkskunde und Kulturgeschichte e.V.

info@niederrheinisches-museum-kevelaer.de

Hauptstraße 18 | 47623 Kevelaer

Our museum educator is available for individual
advice on group workshops at the following number
and e-mail address:

Tel. +49 (0) 28 32 . 95 41 10
Fax +49 (0) 28 32 . 95 41 44
info@niederrheinisches-museum-kevelaer.de

Ms Indra Peters M.A.

www.niederrheinisches-museum-kevelaer.de

Tel. +49 (0) 28 32 . 95 41 14

facebook.com/NiederrheinischesMuseumKevelaer

i.peters@niederrheinisches-museum-kevelaer.de

instagram.com/Niederrheinisches_museum
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Twist a hand.
Your hand as a template

How to find us
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Colour and Print.
Colour experiments in print graphics

If you would like to make a binding booking for a
workshop as a group, you should contact us at least
fourteen days before the date you would like by
phone or e-mail:
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Spatula’d.
Landscapes a little different

Infos for registration
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From concrete and metal.
Sculptural creations with concrete dough

Tours and workshops

Guided tours
Dear Museum
Visitor,
the teaching of historico-cultural
and artistic content is an important
component of our work in the Lower
Rhine Folklore and Culture Museum.
It allows you to get to know our
institution and its content better
or to get creative. Along with our
museum programme, which appears
every quarter and includes changing
educational museum events, you’ll
also find our bookable offers in this
flyer.
We do not limit ourselves to any
age or target group here. Big, small
or young at heart, as a family or
group, there’s always something for
everyone. And if for some reason you
don’t find anything – just let us know!

Guided group tours
Look forward to a journey of discovery
through our museum with exciting topics:
The Madonna in so many images
Life in the 19th century
On the trail of Heinrich Hoffmann,
Wilhelm Busch and Heinrich Heine
Focus on a special historical or art history
area with a theme tour:
Of dukes and peddlers
Of master engravers and colour artists

with exciting little highlights:
Between Symphonion and butter churns
On the trail of Max and Moritz and
Slovenly Peter
Taster classes in the historic class room
We’ve also designed a guided tour on an individual
class room topic here.
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Guided tour prices
60 minutes: € 30 plus admission
90 minutes: € 45 plus admission

Carved from fine wood
Or experience cultural diversity on an inspiring tour
of the current special exhibition.
We’ll be happy to put an individual guided tour
together for you.

Keeping memories alive
Guided tours for those coping
with dementia

Guided tours for
school classes

People are living longer, and with age come health
issues. A dementia diagnosis is an increasingly more
frequent challenge to deal with. Society’s seniors
begin to forget. Quite often it is the short-term
memory that suffers first.

Art, history and folklore are ever-present in the
Lower Rhine Folklore and Culture Museum, and
subjects such as geography, German or religion
can also be wonderfully combined with a museum
visit. All guided tours are also harmonised with the
respective kindergarten, primary and secondary
school age groups and entertainingly organised

We want to help here and evoke memories with you
as an affected person and / or relative. We can do
this with our extensive collection of old toys, old arts
and crafts and the ambit of living in times gone by.
This reviving and recognising cannot of course halt
the onset of dementia, but it may delay it somewhat
and for certain moments bring the past to life again.

Infos for registration
Basically groups must make a binding registration
before their museum visit if they would like a guided
tour. Registrations should be made by phone or
e-mail at least fourteen days before the requested
date:
Tel. +49 (0) 28 32 . 95 41 20
info@niederrheinisches-museum-kevelaer.de

Our museum educator is available for individual
advice at the following number and e-mail address:
Ms Indra Peters M.A.
Tel. +49 (0) 28 32 . 95 41 14
i.peters@niederrheinisches-museum-kevelaer.de

